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Overwhelmed by the amount of content in
the Old School boardgames genre, from
miniatures, to RPGs, to Tower Defense, I
started to collect them and played them.

During the years, I've discovered a lot of fun
games, but I felt that they could all be
improved. You know, adding a better

Graphics, UI and Map, adding the dynamics
of mappools, adding a strong singleplayer
with a story and many other. That's why I

started to make the game. Sometime ago I
thought to create a game, with an old school

flavor, where you will have to defend your
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Crystal with your towers, defeating the
attacking waves. Also, I wanted to make the
game more dynamic by changing the way

the attack evolves depending on the tier, by
changing the dynamic of the map by adding

new secrets and dynamic events, and by
allowing the players to edit the game's

"tiles" content in order to customize their
own game. It has been a lot of work, but I'm
glad that it's finally completed and working
great. I hope you enjoy playing this game,

and that the community will share it with the
world! Create your own customized game on

Challenge Editor. Share and play the
community Custom Challenges. Explore -

Explore the world of Tannier’s Tales with no
restrictions. Explore - Explore the world of

Tannier’s Tales with no restrictions.
Scavenge - Collect the natural resources and
loot to get rare weapons and items. Build -
Using the natural resources you can build

many types of structures to help you during
the game. The Keepers - Each Keeper will
bring a entire new gameplay experience.
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Choosing a Keeper is a important decision
once each Keeper has unique skills and a

unique Defense Tower. Defend - Keeping the
Crystal in one piece is a key feature to be a
winner in the game. Fight - Using your skills

and many type of weapons you can
significantly improve the Crystal defense.
The RoK map is one of great things of the
game. It’s huge and full of challenges and

secrets. There you will find diferent
enviroments like beaches, deserts, lakes,
forests and rivers. Each enviroment will

bring specific enemy types. You also will find
secret chests where you will find special

weapons and other sort of items. To open
these chests you have to defeat Legendary
Enemies that drops the chest key. The Rise

of Keepers focus is

Features Key:

Brand-new FPS 3D beat ‘em up game with old school action and new school graphical effects
Authentic weapons to use in your fight for personal freedom
26 villains and free unit ranging
You can customize your character with an extensive amount of unlockables
7 unique maps
5 backgrounds
4 playable characters to choose from: Vigil, Adolpha, Luciel and Breeze
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The game is inspired from the Old School
Tower Defense games like: The Dark Tower
(9D) and many other Tower Defense. In Rise

of Keepers you have to protect a Crystal
from the onslaught of powerful enemies.

Each Crystal has a life bar. When the Crystal
life is over, the entire map becomes active
and the wave of enemies begin to attack

your portals. In each time interval, your goal
is to build 6 defense towers to protect each
portal. When a wave of enemies reaches a
portal, the enemy reaches the Crystal and

the Crystal starts to lose its life. You have to
destroy the enemy inside the Crystal. As the

enemy defeats the Crystal it opens the
portal. This is the only way to keep your

Crystal safe and get experience points from
the new portal. The Crystal is the main

character of the game. Each time a Crystal
reaches a new level, your Keeper will also

grow in level. Each Keeper will have different
skills - some will be in charge of defense,
others will be in charge of hunting, some
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others will be in charge of fishing, and so on.
Each Keeper will be able to craft some

structures: Defense Towers and Hunting
Traps. Each time when the Crystal reaches a

new level, your Keeper will level up. The
Keepers will find rare items from time to

time, more often from secret chests. When a
Crystal is killed, all the keepers will be killed
as well. That's why it's important to be the

first keeper to kill the Crystal. When the
Crystal is killed all the Keeper experience

points will be lost. When you reach the
highest level you can unlock new keepers:
Jade, Ranulf, Arthus and others. When you

unlock a new Keeper, all the current
Keeper's experience points will be lost. Every
time your Crystal's life is over, the game will

reset, new Crystal has to be created, new
Keepers will be available, everything will be
new again. The Crystal will evolve and reach
new levels, so every time you will start the
game the Crystal is at a new level. You can
start with 4 Keepers (Ranulf, Jade, Arthus
and Orrery), then unlock other keepers as
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you reach higher levels. You can play a solo
or in multiplayer matches, with up to 5

players. Each Keeper has skills with different
effects. You can mix them to make a unique
game. You can join a game by invite or by

searching for it, d41b202975
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**After a short explanation, the Game starts
with Rohan and many question: "Who's got
the crystal?" ** Save Crystal - Save the
Crystal to the save log. At the end of the
game the save log is restored and you can
continue at your save point. If you're in the
middle of a match, quit that match to restore
the save log. Playing with Friends - Use the
login feature to allow friends to play with
you. Use your saved password to reconnect
with your friends from the last session. Team
Match - Choose a team (Teammates) to play
with friends. Teammates follow you to your
matches and experience every match with
you. Join Team - You can choose which team
to join (Teammates). This option is available
only to Teammates. Join Multiplayer - This
option only available to you. Allow
Multiplayer Leaderboards and Friends to
follow your matches. View Leaderboard -
Shows your singleplayer and multiplayer
matches (history), your friends and the top
players from the other rooms. Your
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singleplayer matches will be displayed only
once, your multiplayer matches are available
when you create a new save log. Change
Server - When you are playing on a server
that is already occupied, you will be
redirected to the idle game list and find
another server that is not occupied. Player
List - Shows your Friends and Teammates in
the multiplayer room. Only your active
players are shown in the Player list.
Teammates - Shows your friends and team
mates in the multiplayer room. Only your
active friends are shown in the Player list.
Start game - Starts the game. Choose a Map
- Choose a map to start the game (or use the
random map). Create a Save - You can
create a save log and save your game or
continue at the last saved location. Map -
Choose a Map to play (or the random map).
Custom Map - You can choose to create a
Custom Map. Camera - Choose Camera
option to change camera angles. Select
Target - Set a target on the ground to guide
the laser beam. Warning Lamps - Choose a
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warning lamp to set a warning red area on
the ground. Players (Teammates) - Choose a
team to play with friends. Game Options -
Choose Game Options to adjust time limit,
etc. Continue (Game) - You can continue the
game at the last saved location or create a
save
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What's new:

« Rise of Keepers » Disenchanted with the current way of life, a
set of heroes lead the others to the mystical moors to discover
what their true destiny is. Their task is to step into a world that
defies entropy, fight off the minions, and take charge of the
most dangerous experiments on Earth. Session 1 The bulk of
the heroes arrive in the area of their scheduled rendezvous. A
small quiet room without spatial orientation. They seem to be
safe for the moment, although the other side of the door keeps
opening and closing by itself. All light sources are off, since
beacons aren’t quite accurate. Some semblance of choice: two
containers at the end of the hall. One holds an experimental
gun weapon, unconceivable composition, simply huge. For a
moment I distract the threat by waving a torch to try to make
the firing mechanism work. The second one contains teflon-
lined gearbox filled with tightly packed chemicals, and a
helmet. Next I grab the gun. As soon as I touch it, it starts firing
because someone’s pressed the trigger. I will have to look for a
quieter way to use it. The boxes could be doors. In that case to
discover what’s behind them is the priority. I see a niche at the
far end of the hall, standing against the wall. It’s a good idea,
in fact, but for now I can deal with glass cases one at a time.
The glass slides at every touch, but locks won’t open. I’ll need a
long time and some gadgets to open them. The trip to the niche
is prone to attract heroes, so I agree to meet in the room that’s
currently empty. Barbochez enters and allows me to explain the
decision. He says it couldn’t be avoided but either way, the
danger is that ever more people will join. I can only hope that
no hero among them understands the dangers much better
than the rest, but I’m stuck with my hunch that one of the
heroes has already contacted Aurelia on the ground. I have to
think about that a lot during the break. I dig in my backpack
and make an attempt to trigger the gadgets to open the case,
but it doesn’t work at all. When it’s concluded with a success I
prepare to meet Carla
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System Requirements For Rise Of Keepers:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 Processor: Intel
Core 2 Duo E7400 @ 2.66GHz Memory: 2 GB
Graphics: ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT Storage: 4
GB available space Minimum System
Software Requirements: Microsoft
Windows® 7 Microsoft.NET Framework 4
Microsoft Silverlight™ Microsoft XNA
Framework™ Microsoft Visual Studio® C++
Express Edition 2010 Windows® 7 64-bit
Operating System, Intel® Core™ 2 Duo
Processors, and Intel® Graphics Media
Acceler
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